OUR BRAND PARTNERS

Knoll
Iconic Furniture
Knoll, is an iconic furniture brand, defining modern
luxury with timeless designs and quality craftsmanship.
Founded by Florence Knoll, a pioneering female
designer in an era that oppressed women. Florence
defied social norms and built this hugely acclaimed
company by enrolling the help of her husband, Hans
and other affiliates such as Eero Saarinen, Harry Bertoia,
Warren Platner, Jenson Risom and Frank Gehry. Between
them, they created iconic pieces that revolutionised
furniture, product and architectural design.
With renowned furniture designers and designs from
the midcentury all the way up until the modern day,
Knoll have established a brand-name worldwide for
class and excellence. The idea of modernity being at the
centre of all its designs. The pieces designed for Knoll in
the 1950’s still remain relevant and prevalent today.
From the iconic Barcelona Chair by Mies van der Rohe
(1929) to the Avio Sofa by Piero Lissoni (2017).

Knoll

B&B Italia
Iconic Furniture
B&B Italia interprets contemporary culture and the
evolution of living trends with premium quality
furnishings designed to enhance indoor and outdoor
areas. Timeless objects, international icons for design
enthusiasts.
B&B takes the same values of quality, know how and
design that make up the DNA of the brand outdoors.
Design, innovation and creativity. Each B&B Italia
Outdoor product has a hi tech soul and a design
identity. The drive to create new things is constant.
Mechanisms, structures, materials all technically
exceptional.
Creativity and innovation are the unmistakable features
of B&B Italia’s style. Refined contemporary design
distinguishes domestic, office and outdoor settings.
Order a brochure today and explore the collections,
products and solutions designed to provide you with
unique spaces.

B&B Italia

Bert Frank
British Made Lighting
BERT | Frank designs and creates a wide range of lights
hand-made in the UK. The Shear lamp has won an
International Product Award from Designetal. They offer
designer lighting inspired by mid century styles for
today’s interiors. Original pendant, table lamps and wall
lights.
They are an award-winning British luxury lighting brand
founded in 2013 by designer Robbie Llewellyn and
Adam Yeats, owner of a high-end metalwork factory.
Drawing influence from the design codes of the
industrial era but with a modern twist, the company has
quickly established a presence on the international
design scene, garnering accolades such as the 2016 Elle
Decoration British Design Award for Lighting and the
Best Product Award at the design et al International
Design Awards. From Robbie’s debut design, the Shear
Pendant Lamp, the collection has expanded to include
striking new ranges such as the sleek Tanto light and the
elegant Spate collection.

Bert Frank

Coco Wolf
Luxury Outdoor Furniture
Coco Wolf designs and makes beautiful and functional
furniture which can be kept outside (even in the UK). It’s
extremely comfortable and stylish. Hand-made in strong
wood and utilising the many suppliers of technical
outdoor fabrics, Coco Wolf create each piece especially
for you and your home. You can enjoy a lounge
experience in your garden, anytime of the year.
With a passion for innovation, Coco Wolf has
revolutionised outdoor furniture with unique
upholstered designs boasting weather resilience and
style in equal measure. At the core of the founding
vision, was the aim to create timeless, distinctive designs
combined with only the most optimum of materials,
many of which are sourced via the marine industry, to
ensure Coco Wolf creations withstand the test of both
time and the elements. Exceptional craftsmanship is at
the heart of their ethos. All the pieces are manufactured
in the United Kingdom, helping to ensure a
commitment to uncompromising quality and fine detail,
while allowing ready access to the finest in modern
manufacturing practices.

Coco Wolf

DK3
Danish Furniture
Established in 2009, DK3 is a furniture concept and
follows the motto ”True aesthetics”.
Their love for organic materials and uncompromising
focus on quality is evident throughout the process, from
the first design sketches to making of the furniture. The
furniture is hand crafted, uniting the finest carpentry
traditions with modern and classical furniture design
through the fusion of timeless steel or brass
components and high quality wood.
The two main collections comprise of – The
Contemporary Collection and the ROYAL SYSTEM®
shelving system – designed by Danish designer Poul
Cadovius in 1948. Which was the first wall-storage to
ever be designed.

DK3

Duistt
Luxury Furniture
This is a brand especially close to home for NW3
Interiors. The brand was started by Olga Torres, a female
boss, wife and mother. She’s built this incredible brand
that we voted best stand at Maison Object Paris 2018
because of it’s minimal and eye-catching designs as well
meeting the incredible girls behind the designs. The
quality is luxurious and the style is timeless and we
believe Duistt has the potential to be a majorly
influential and iconic brand. We’re so glad we had the
chance to meet them at the beginning of their journey
and make their products available to our clients.

Duistt

Flos
Iconic Lighting
Established in late ’50s in Italy an Arco light is one of
those ‘must-have’ interior items. With its solid marble
base and tall stem, not only does it make an impact in
the design of a room, but it can be an extremely useful
way of having light in the centre of a room. See the
image of Carly’s dining table. The ceiling is so high, a
pendant light could get in the way, but this solution is
flexible. Flos also design many other floor, desk, and
table lights and of course their service and quality is
never compromised.
For fifty years Flos have been crafting objects of light
and shedding brightness on generations of dreams.

Flos

Fromental
Luxury Wallpaper
Established in 2005, Fromental makes the world’s most
beautiful wallpapers, fabrics and accessories. They are
pioneers in making embellishing wallpapers combining
the finest skills together with fine luxurious silk with
elaborate hand-painted and hand-embroidered
designs, which now garner industry awards. The cuttingedge, contemporary designs provide a timeless interior
experience. The craftsmen from China elegantly stitch
individual panels and spend up to 600 hours on the
collection of subtle, non-repeating patterns of the
wallpapers. Fromental offers customisation and bespoke
design flexibility to achieve high-end couture for your
walls.

Fromental

Fritz Hansen
Iconic Furniture
Fritz Hansen is the Danish furniture company behind
some of the most recognisable furniture, especially
chair, shapes in the industry, from the famous Series 7
chairs to the smooth lines of the Egg Chair, both by
Arne Jacobsen.Fritz Hansen founded his first workshop
in 1872 in Copenhagen. Early experiments in new
manufacturing techniques, particularly steam bending
beech, gave the workshop an edge as the new
Scandinavian design trends started taking hold, and
when Fritz Hansen began collaborating with Arne
Jacobsen in 1934, the iconic status of the firm was
assured for many decades to come.
Arne Jacobsen is not the only designer to work with Fritz
Hansen – the elegant and minimal Poul Kjærholm
Collection, and collaborations from Bruno Matheson
and Piet Hein have had lasting and important impacts
on the Fritz Hansen catalogue.

Fritz Hansen

Gubi
Iconic Furniture & Lighting
GUBI is a design house renowned for designing,
developing and marketing a daring and elegant
collection of furniture, lighting and interior objects that
resonates across the globe.
Its signature pieces evoke emotion and tell meaningful
stories that make them both timeless and enduring.
GUBI brings forgotten icons of the past together with
tomorrow’s classics.
Our clients have enjoyed seeing and utilising their
quality and classic pieces in their Hampstead homes.

Gubi

Heals
Iconic Furniture & Lighting
Collaborating with high-end retail brands ensures we
can provide our client’s with affordable luxury.
Combining our elite brand partners to help clients
invest in timeless pieces, as well as purchasing furniture
from names such as Heal’s, John Lewis and Clippings
mean we can create beautiful homes, in style and on
budget. Heal’s have an affordable range of wonderful
home items, with bespoke items and furniture ready for
delivery, together we can create a home that suits you,
your move in date and your budget.

Heal’s

moooi
Modern Furniture & Lighting
Moooi is a fantastic brand, encompassing a mirage of
design from incredible lighting to interesting and
unique furniture pieces. From a wide range of designers,
Moooi has created an established brand that represents
multiple styles, cultures and eras. Our favourite piece,
featured in our showroom is the ‘Perch Light’, an elegant
origami inspired bird that sits on a brass ‘perch’. We
have featured many Moooi pieces across our portfolio
of works.

moooi

Neutra
Luxury Bathrooms
In 2006 NEUTRA was founded to provide top-quality
solutions for the bathroom and to design products
according to the new modern style. Every Neutra
product is made in Italy and is carved from a unique
block of natural stone. The bathroom range includes
wash-basins, wall-mounted wash-basins, monoliths,
bathtubs, shower trays, shelves and also tiles for floor
and wall with original textures.
Neutra has collaborated with many celebrated associate
architects and designers to achieve top-quality
standards, unique pieces and different styles to suite
various personalities. For a “tailor-made” service and
complete customer satisfaction experience bring the
extraordinary products to your project.

Neutra

Ochre
Luxury Furniture & Lighting
Ochre is an incredible luxury lighting and furniture
brand who are renowned for their classic styles and
designs. Original designs and exquisite materials they
create a statement look in any home. Antiqued metals
and soft silks can be used in modern or period spaces
to complement the existing space. We have used Ochre
in a variety of projects to accentuate features and create
truly stunning interiors.

Ochre

Tigermoth
Luxury Lighting
We came cross Tigermoth lighting when at Decorex
2018 and we fell in love with the unique
designs. Immaculate statement lighting, handcrafted
from the finest materials, made to order in England
designed by women. What’s not to love. Our favourite
pieces were the chevron-style brass chandeliers and the
chain pendants which create an industrial chic look. We
cannot wait to supply them on our projects!

Tigermoth

Va u n i
Portable Fires
Our Vauni Fire is utilised all year. In the summer we
move it outdoors and enjoy it by the dining area with
friends, and in the winter it sits in our TV area or glass
room on Christmas day. A simple solution for extra heat
and a real fire atmosphere and experience.
You simply pour bio ethanol gas into the internal
chamber and use a flame to ignite. If you leave the
room, you can use a cover to put it out. One bottle of
gas last around 3 hours.
The flame is adjustable.
Available in a variety of sizes and colours, ranging from
£2,000.

Va u n i

Ve v e s
Bespoke Joinery
Victoria approached us to discuss collaborating on
projects. After viewing her website we couldn’t wait to
meet and get to work. From the very beginning Victoria
has worked on a handful of projects with us, creating
beautiful bespoke products for our clients. Including
bespoke wardrobes and bathroom units for our
Primrose Hill Family Home project.
With an extensive range of finishes and great eye for
detail, together we create practical, minimal and
aesthetically stunning pieces for our clients to enjoy..

Ve v e s

Vitra
Iconic Furniture
Established in 1950 in Switzerland by Willi and Erika
Fehlbaum, Vitra is a Swiss company dedicated to
improving the quality of homes, offices and public
spaces through the power of design. Their products and
concepts are developed in an intensive design process,
which brings together engineering excellence with the
creative genius of leading international designers. Their
goal is to create interiors, furniture and accessories that
are functional and inspiring. Longevity of materials,
construction and aesthetics is their leading principle, as
demonstrated by their Classics – many in continuous
production since the 1950s.
Vitra have ‘engineering excellence’ and a ‘creative
genius of leading international designers’. You always
know where you stand. It’s a strong company with wellbuilt furniture. Practical, long-lasting and well-designed.
There is no mistaking a Vitra Eames chair..

Vitra
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